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The host of the #1 in-kitchen show on the Food Network delivers a cookbook to fill America's

yearnings for authentic comfort food. Nancy Fuller believes in bringing family together around the

table, sharing stories and table manners. Her philosophy is to feed others with delicious, simple

meals from the heart. Her straight-shooter approach to cooking will take the hassle out of dinner

preparation. Every recipe helps readers to make healthy, authentic cooking their daily standard:

From Buttery Braised Radishes to Bacon Wrapped Trout and Johnny's Carrot Cake, Nancy shows

readers how satisfying freshly cooked comfort food can be. She wants to instill pride in the home

cook, and this book will help any chef--from beginner to experienced, cook with authentic

ingredients for hearty, healthy meals.
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After pre-ordering this cookbook months ago it has finally arrived--and does not disappoint. From

Nancy's practical kitchen tips right on through to the easy to follow index, I am completely hooked.

Her delicious 'rules' are as clear and easy (and fun!) to follow as they are on her show, and the

vibrant color photographs throughout are stunning. The seasonal patterned menu she has created

here is delightful, and her life experiences and narratives she shares about her beloved family and

food will draw you in and warm your heart--and are guaranteed to make you smile. Bravo, Nancy,

and thank you for giving us a glimpse in to your amazing world!



I have been waiting for this cook book. I was hoping that it would have recipes that were on her

show, Farm House Rules. It does. There is the Pumpkin Pie which I made last Thanksgiving and it

is very good. Quite different than your run of the mill pumpkin pies.Also, the lamb stew is excellent. I

am anxious to try other recipes.

Nancy is so down to earth. I had been waiting for this cookbook for so long and I am delighted! Her

show is my favorite on the Cooking Channel. Nancy has included so many recipes from her show. I

think they are easy to follow. Also, love the manners section in the back of the book. Time for her to

be thinking about another cookbook.

I read this whole cook book cover to cover and have already saved so many recipes to try. I was

going to give this to my mom as a Christmas gift but we couldn't wait to open it and read it. The

"rules" and the section on minding manners are so sweet. It feels like Nancy is really giving you a

glimpse into her life.

I read cookbooks like juicy novels, and use little post it notes to flag recipes I can't wait to try, and

this one has a TON of post it notes! Have already made two recipes from the book the first week I

had it, and both were wonderful! Can't wait to try more! My one and only criticism is that though the

photography is gorgeous, I'd like fewer farm shots and instead have photos of every single recipe.

I'm an avid cookbook reader & collector. I also love to cook. I just received this book yesterday &

read all of it. First I've got to say the added visuals of her farm are GORGEOUS! I like her style of

first giving her opinions then the recipe. I'll be trying many of them since she definitely knows her

way around the kitchen. I enjoy watching her on TV and wondered how her book would be....NOT

disappointed at all! Am SO glad I purchased it.

Received my book today and have already read it cover to cover. This is a beautiful, inspiring

cookbook. Simple fresh recipes and nothing too difficult and stuffy. Lovely photographs and great

stories. Love the book!

WOW! This book is fantastic - Nancy brings her show to your kitchen. This is REAL cooking -

nothing too difficult but just flavorful recipes.Don't pass this book up - it's just filled with warm

thought out meals that anyone can prepare. A good book for both beginners and more experienced



cooks.You won't be disappointed. Divided by seasons, which really makes it perfect to find the best

recipe at the right time. Thank you Nancy - loved your appearance on ITKWD on QVC. You wowed

David too!!!!!!!
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